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Film/Video/Production/Final Cut Pro

. . . with an easy style and great depth, Final Cut Pro Workflows: The Independent Studio Handbook is an enjoyable and important read. Osder and Carman offer a diverse background and extensive experience with Final Cut Pro.
 Richard Harrington, president of RHED Pixel and author of Photoshop for Video, Third Edition, and Final Cut Studio on the Spot, Third Edition

. . . what makes Final Cut Pro Workflows: The Independent Studio Handbook a standout in a crowded field of books on the how-to of digital editing is the recognition that its not just about learning the technology, but about how you think, organize, and manage a project to bring it to successful conclusion. Osder and Carman have written a unique book that brings together the critical marriage of technology and the real-world circumstances that confront nascent Final Cut Pro editors. Indispensable!  
 Nina Gilden Seavey, Emmy Award-winning filmmaker and director of The Documentary Center at George Washington University

Final Cut Pro Workflows: The Independent Studio Handbook offers a cookbook of postproduction workflows that teams can follow to deliver an array of products to their clients. It describes postproduction workflows, team roles and responsibilities, and required equipment for some of the most common media productions. 

Written with a unique iconography to better convey key points, and applicable to all levels of FCP users, the book sheds light on workflow processes and responsibilities, and includes five real-world workflows from a diverse range of projects. Also included is access to a continually evolving companion website that features additional e-chapters focusing on Final Cut ServerApples powerful new media asset management and workflow automation softwareas well as additional case studies and other material.

Providing proven real-world workflows that act as blueprints on how to streamline production on a variety of multimedia projects, Final Cut Pro Workflows: The Independent Studio Handbook belongs on the shelf of every postproduction house. Further information is available at www.finalcutproworkflows.com.

Jason Osder is an Apple-certified Final Cut Pro instructor and President of Amigo Media. He is also an adjunct assistant professor of media and public affairs at The George Washington University. 

Robbie Carman is a member of the first generation of Apple-certified trainers and the VP and CTO of Amigo Media. He is certified to teach all levels of FCP, Aperture, DVD Studio Pro, Motion and also an Apple-certified technician for Xsan for Pro Video. He specializes in online editing and color-correction on standard and high-definition projects.

Amigo Media is a Washington, DC area-based consultancy with the motto Relate, Educate, Create.  www.amigomediallc.com

Continue the discussion at www.finalcutproworkflows.com.

If you enjoyed this book please post a review to your favorite online bookstore today.     

       About the Author

Jason Osder is adjunct assistant professor of media and public affairs at the George Washington University. He is an Apple certified Final Cut Pro instructor and an experienced producer and information architect.  Robbie Carman is part of the first generation of certified Apple Final Cut Pro instructors. Currently he is certified to teach Final Cut Pro, DVD Studio Pro, Aperture, and Motion. Robbie specializes in online editing and color correction on standard and high definition projects.
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Inside Rhinoceros 5Delmar Cengage Learning, 2014

	INSIDE RHINOCEROS 5, is the ideal introduction to using the latest version of Rhino. This well-designed book bridges the gap between theoretical and software-oriented approaches to computer modeling by providing a balanced presentation of theory, concepts, and hands-on tutorials. It begins with an overview of the Rhinoceros 5 interface and...
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Computer Vision Metrics: Survey, Taxonomy, and AnalysisApress, 2014

	Computer Vision Metrics provides an extensive survey and analysis of over 100 current and historical feature description and machine vision methods, with a detailed taxonomy for local, regional and global features. This book provides necessary background to develop intuition about why interest point detectors and feature descriptors...
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Reconstruction Era: Almanac Edition 1. (U X L Reconstruction Era Reference Library)Gale, 2004
Doody Enterprises : "One insert box in this volume contains a "Letter from a Former Slave" that appeared in a Cincinnati newspaper on Aug. 7, 1865. It would be interesting to have students consider if this is a real letter dictated by a former slave or the creation of a journalist trying to sell newspapers who may have...
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MacBook Pro Portable GeniusJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Update to the quintessential hip, helpful guide to the MacBook Pro


	Just like your MacBook Pro, MacBook Pro Portable Genius, Second Edition is easy to carry, power-packed, and helps keep your Apple digital lifestyle on track. The second edition of this fluff-free but fun book helps you get quickly up to speed—and...
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IP Addressing FundamentalsCisco Press, 2002
The reader-friendly explanation of how the IP address space works and how it is used

* A reader-friendly introduction to the complex and confusing topic of IP addressing
* Thorough and understandable explanations of the binary mathematics behind IP addressing
* Complete coverage of the IPv4 address space without distractions of...
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Advances in Physiological Computing (Human-Computer Interaction Series)Springer, 2014

	This collection, ‘‘Advances in Physiological Computing,’’ constitutes the most

	significant milestone thus far on an idea track that stretches back through the

	vision posed by Allanson and Fairclough’s ‘‘A research agenda for physiological

	computing’’ (2004) and the body of work...
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